
Maximum
user weight:

120kg
 (18.9 St)

Featuring smooth-rolling
wheels, making transitions
simple 

Smooth Mobility
Adjustable height features and
cushioned seating provide
exceptional support

Personalised Comfort
Easily clean with removable,
wipeable surfaces

Effortless Cleaning

The Uniroll  Mobile Commode is adaptable to various personal care settings. Its user-friendly design caters to your
needs at home. Crafted with care from high-quality materials, the Uniroll  Mobile Commode chair ensures durability.
Its sturdy construction provides a reliable and secure option for individuals seeking assistance in their daily
bathroom routines.

Versatile & Reliable

Features four locking castors
for secure positioning and
stability

Locking Castors
Comes with flip-up footplates
for added convenience

Flip-Up Footplates
Equipped with removable
armrests to facilitate patient
transfers

Removable Armrests
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Specification Detail 

Frame Material Steel 

Surface Coating Yes

Upper Frame Detachable 

Toilet Seat Material Polypropylene (PP) hard seat with Polyvinyl Chloride
(PVC) soft seat

Armrest Flip-back type, with Polyurethane (PU) armpad

Footrest Swingaway type, height adjustable, with plastic
footplate

Front Castors 5 inches diameter, with brake

Rear Castors 5 inches diameter, with brake

Additional Features Bucket Included

Handle Height 945 mm

Armrest 760 mm

Seat Height 530 mm

Seat Width 435 mm

Overall Length 840 mm

Overall Width 570 mm

Weight Capacity 120 kg

PRODUCT CODE UMC123
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Featuring four locking castors for secure positioning, a transfer style push handle for easy manoeuvrability, and
removable armrests to facilitate patient transfers. Assembly is hassle-free, requiring no tools, and the flip-up
footplates add to its convenience. With dimensions of 84 × 57 × 94.5 cm, it's built to accommodate users
comfortably while ensuring easy transitions and safety during daily routines.

Features 

Take the first step towards a more accessible and stress-free care routine. Order the Uniroll  Mobile Commode
today and experience the difference it makes in your daily life. Don't let anything stand in the way of your comfort
and independence and trust in the Uniroll  Mobile Commode to provide the support you need, whenever you need it.

Get in Touch
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